
 

 
To believe or not to believe? 
The power bracelet  

(Annabelle remastered Version of Fondation la main à la pâte)  

 
 

 
Duration 1h 

 
 

” The power bracelet allows you to become 

stronger without effort.” 
 

It is not always possible to verify an affirmation by oneself, by an experiment. 
We then turn to others. But who can be trusted? Who believe? 
 
Regarding the power bracelet, many people have an opinion: footballers, singers, bloggers, scientists, 
manufacturers of the bracelet naturally and even your friends!  
 
Activity 1  (Annabelle version) 
 
Check out 10 characters who have an opinion about this bracelet. 
Among them, which one (s) do you trust? Why ? 
 
1. Everyone in the group must read all the cards. Leave 10 minutes 
2. Then divide the characters into two categories: those who you think are trustworthy and those who 
you think are not, and who you should be wary of. (10 minutes) 
3. State between you and then in front of the class, the criteria that allowed you to divide the 
characters: 

a. the criteria for recognizing that a character is trustworthy. 
b. criteria that recognize that a character is not trustworthy. 

Let 10 minutes and speak 8 groups 15 minutes 
Assessment in common: Allow 5 to 10 minutes of collective synthesis. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

To know who to trust, you have to ask yourself questions: 
 

 Does the person have a commercial interest in the product ? If yes, it's a bad sign. 
 Does it refer to scientific studies ? If so, it's a good sign because scientists are using protocols 

and tests that objectively verify the claims. 
 Does it refer to multiple sources that go in the same direction ? If yes, it's a good sign. 
 Is she an expert on the product ? If yes: it's a good sign, she has sufficient knowledge to talk 

about it objectively. 
The popularity of the person or the fact that they use the product in their personal capacity should 
not influence our judgment! 
 

Activity 2 (Annabelle version) 
 

1. Everyone in the group must read all the cards. 
2. Then divide the characters into two categories: those who you think are trustworthy and those 
who you think are not, and who you should be wary of. 
OR if you have the time: arrange the characters from the most reliable to the least reliable. 
3. State between you and then in front of the class, the criteria that allowed you to divide the 
characters: 

at. the criteria for recognizing that a character is trustworthy. 
b. criteria that recognize that a character is not trustworthy. 

Assessment in common 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The power bracelet  

(Original Version of Fondation la main à la pâte)  

Block 3: Evaluate - From Cycle 3 1 activity 
 

• Objective: Learn to distinguish personal opinions from those based on a scientific approach. 
Know-How Scientific Spirit, Critical Mind: 3.3 - Checking an Information 

• Level 2: Check information with external sources 

• Teachings / Disciplines: Science and Technology 

• Associated skills: To practice, with the help of the teacher, some moments of an investigation 
process - To propose, with the help of the teacher, an approach to solve a problem or answer a 
question of a scientific nature. 

 
 Activity: Believe or not believe? 

 

• General objective: To learn to differentiate between types of "evidence" and to classify them 
on the basis of their quality. 

• Process and modalities: From the consideration of an object supposedly endowed with 
miraculous virtues (the power bracelet), the class considers various arguments concerning it 
(in the form of cards), brought by various sources (phase 1). They then question and 
investigate the respective weight of these statements: who should we trust and why (phase 
2)? 

• Duration: 1 h 30, distributed over two sessions, plus a possible extension 

• Material: For the whole class: an image of the power bracelet (Sheet 1) + cards (Sheet 2) 
printed, if possible, in large size. 

• For each pair of students: 1 card game (Card 2) 

• Production: A grid of criteria / questions to ask in order to assess the confidence to be given 
to the testimony given by a source of information 

• Message for pupils: It is not always possible to verify an affirmation by oneself, by an 
experiment. We then turn to others, but it is important to recognize, from all sources, those 
that are reliable. They must be multiple in the same direction, based on scientific experience 
and carried by experts in the field. 

 
Possible protocol : 
 
Everyone talks about the "Power Bracelet" (about 15 min) 
Objective: Identify different typologies of characters and decide on the confidence that their 
testimonials inspire spontaneously. 
 

• The teacher presents the class with a bracelet (or an image representing him (Sheet 1) and 
reads his slogan: The power bracelet makes it possible to become stronger without effort. " 

A lot of people have an opinion on this bracelet! , singers, bloggers, scientists, bracelet makers 
naturally, and even your friends ... " 
 



 
• Each pair of students receives a deck of cards including the opinions of the different 

characters on this bracelet. The teacher invites them to identify the characters, giving rise to 
a collective discussion: "These characters have an opinion about the bracelet. Who among 
them is our confidence? Why ? Students will quickly identify the scientist as a trusted 
source, but they will also be able to name their friends, or popular and successful characters. 
A prestigious source, familiar or that brings together many individuals gives it an impression 
of reliability. 

• The teacher may eventually ask the pairs to put the cards in front of them, in an order from 
the character to whom they give the least confidence to the one they trust the most. 

 
General conclusion 
 
On the board, the teacher sets up the printed card game in large, and the class discusses the 
characteristics of the characters. Which ones awaken trust? The four characteristics that identify a 
trustworthy character are: Refers to scientific studies; Refers to multiple sources; The product falls 
within its field of expertise; Does not have commercial interest in the product. From the analysis of 
the cards, emerges that none of these characteristics is sufficient in itself: it is from the combination 
of several of these characteristics that confidence emerges. 
Reciprocally, we can identify the characteristics that should cause distrust (Does not refer to 
scientific studies, Is based on a single source, The product does not fall within its field of expertise, 
Has a commercial interest in the product) . Features that should not affect our confidence 
(Popularity, Usage) are also identified. 
 
Optionally, the teacher can use a color code (red or green) to surround the cards of the characters 
chosen by the class as being trustworthy, or not. 
 
Based on this analysis, we can identify the four questions to be asked to discriminate, among the 
sources available, those that deserve our trust: "Has a commercial interest in the product? Refers to 
scientific studies? Refers to multiple sources? The product falls within its field of expertise? 
 
Students may want to test the bracelet's powers or propose protocols to do so. This will be an 
opportunity to identify or remobilize the characteristics of a "good test", conducted on many 
individuals unaware of the objectives of the test, and involving individuals "witnesses". The protocol 
thus developed can be implemented in class or even at school level. However, it is not always 
possible to verify by one's own experience the validity of an affirmation. It is therefore always 
important to know how to verify one's sources: their origin but also the kind of testimony on which 
they are based. Scientists are reliable sources because they use protocols and tests that guarantee 
the objectivity of their claims. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SPOONER version :  

Title : 

 

 

Level: 

 

Material : 

 

Goals : 

 

 

 

Protocol : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Evaluation 

The teacher asks students to make a character card. At choice, they can decide to invent a character 

inspiring confidence, or not. A sheet is provided, to facilitate the work. : 

Know-How: Verify Information (Level 2) Evaluated Competency: Evaluate Quality of Evidence 

 

✂ 

Last name : 

Instructions: I make a card of a character that deserves (or does not deserve) confidence.  

- Popularity: 

- Personal experience: - Personal interest: 

- Scientific studies: 

- Multiple proofs: 

- Expertise: 

 

 

✂ 

Last name : 

Instructions: I make a card of a character that deserves (or does not deserve) confidence. 

- Popularity: 

- Personal experience: - Personal interest: 

- Scientific studies: 

- Multiple proofs: 

- Expertise: 
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